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Rilke, J.D. Salinger, Henryk Sienkiewicz, Mme de Staël, August
Strindberg, and Tomas Tranströmer.
The Tragical History of the Life and Death of Doctor Faustus Christopher Marlowe 1997-01-01

Apostles of Empire - Bronwen McShea 2022
Apostles of Empire contributes to ongoing research on the Jesuits, New
France, and Atlantic World encounters, as well as on early modern
French society, print culture, Catholicism, and imperialism.
Bridges to Scandinavia - Andrea Meregalli 2020-01-15
This volume is the final output of a project started in 2013 on the
occasion of the fortieth anniversary of the Scandinavian Section of the
University of Milan. A group of scholars working on different European
and non-European cultural and literary traditions come together here to
discuss the relationships between their areas of study and the Nordic
countries. The range of the contributions expands over time and space,
from the Middle Ages to the present day, from Poland in the east to the
United States in the west, across various European countries. Through
various kinds of expertise and different perspectives, this intercultural
discourse deals with diverse themes, including the perception of Nordic
culture(s) by foreign writers as well as the image of other cultures in
Scandinavian works. In particular, the literary and cultural interchange
of models and ideas between the North and other areas is investigated in
a number of essays devoted to numerous authors, including, among
others, Klaus Böldl, Carmen de Burgos, Carlo Emilio Gadda, Gerhart
Hauptmann, Henrik Ibsen, Stieg Larsson, Carl von Linné, Rainer Maria
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The Accademia Del Cimento and Its European Context - Marco
Beretta 2009
Mismapping the Underworld - John Kleiner 1994
The three central chapters of the book each examine a different type of
error or anomaly: a mismeasured giant, a self-defeating experiment, an
erring citation of Virgil. These apparently trivial discrepancies are linked,
the author suggests, to much larger questions. What is the status of
mimetic realism in Dante's poem? By what right does a poet pretend to
represent the order of God's mind? Where does aggressive allegoresis
cross over into interpretive error? Through the study of error, the author
offers an alternative account of Dante's poetic project, one that gives
priority to wit and self-irony rather than didactic seriousness.
Animal Kingdom of Heaven - Ingo Schaaf 2019-09-23
Millennium transcends boundaries – between epochs and regions, and
between disciplines. Like the Millennium-Jahrbuch, the journal
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Millennium-Studien pursues an international, interdisciplinary approach
that cuts across historical eras. Composed of scholars from various
disciplines, the editorial and advisory boards welcome submissions from
a range of fields, including history, literary studies, art history, theology,
and philosophy. Millennium-Studien also accepts manuscripts on Latin,
Greek, and Oriental cultures. In addition to offering a forum for
monographs and edited collections on diverse topics, Millennium-Studien
publishes commentaries and editions. The journal primary accepts
publications in German and English, but also considers submissions in
French, Italian, and Spanish. If you want to submit a manuscript please
send it to the editor from the most relevant discipline: Wolfram Brandes,
Frankfurt (Byzantine Studies and Early Middle Ages):
brandes@rg.mpg.de Peter von Möllendorff, Gießen (Greek language and
literature): peter.v.moellendorff@klassphil.uni-giessen.de Dennis Pausch,
Dresden (Latin language and literature): dennis.pausch@tu-dresden.de
Rene Pfeilschifter, Würzburg (Ancient History): Rene.Pfeilschifter@uniwuerzburg.de Karla Pollmann, Bristol (Early Christianity and Patristics):
K.F.L.Pollmann@bristol.ac.uk All manuscript submissions will be
reviewed by the editor and one outside specialist (single-blind peer
review).
David Bowie's Tintoretto - Ben van Beneden 2017

on family life; the relationship between religion and the home; nomadic
peoples and housing; domestic spaces in art and literature, and the
history of the bedroom, the kitchen, and the bathroom. The Domestic
Space Reader demonstrates how discussions of domestic spaces can help
us better understand our inner lives and challenge our perceptions of life
in particular times and places.
Darkness for the Bastards of Pizzofalcone - Maurizio de Giovanni
2016-08-02
Second in the contemporary Italian crime fiction series featuring
Inspector Lojacono by the bestselling author of the Commissario
Ricciardi novels. A kidnapped child and the burglary of a high-class
apartment: Two crimes that seem to have no connection at all until
Inspector Lojacono, known as “The Chinaman,” starts to investigate.
Darkness for the Bastards of Pizzofalcone is the second book in a series
set in contemporary Naples that draws inspiration from Ed McBain’s
87th Precinct novels and features a large cast of complicated cops doing
battle with ruthless criminals. De Giovanni is one of the most dexterous
and successful writers of crime fiction currently working in Europe. His
award-winning and bestselling novels, all set in Naples, offer a brilliant
vision of the criminal underworld and the police that battle it in Europe’s
most fabled, atmospheric, dangerous, and lustful city. “Imagine Fellini
and Chandler collaborating on a Neapolitan remake of Our Town, and
that begins to give you an idea of what you’re in for with Darkness for
the Bastards of Pizzofalcone. . . . While de Giovanni never wavers from a
world where terrible people do terrible things, motivated by selfishness,
greed, and loathing (for themselves, for others, for both), he illuminates
the soft underbelly of fear and loss without being manipulative.” —Los
Angeles Review of Books “The police characters are flawed, lovable, and
believable—you cannot but take to them. . . . Naples comes through loud
and clear in the story.” —Tripfiction
Jesuit Kaddish - James Bernauer, S.J. 2020-03-30
While much has been written about the Catholic Church and the
Holocaust, little has been published about the hostile role of priests, in
particular Jesuits, toward Jews and Judaism. Jesuit Kaddish is a long

The Domestic Space Reader - Chiara Briganti 2012-11-23
Tune in to HGTV, visit your local bookstore's magazine section, or flip to
the 'Homes' section of your weekend newspaper, and it becomes clear:
domestic spaces play an immense role in our cultural consciousness. The
Domestic Space Reader addresses our collective fascination with houses
and homes by providing the first comprehensive survey of the concept
across time, cultures, and disciplines. This pioneering anthology, which
is ideal for students and general readers, features writing by key
scholars, thinkers, and writers including Gaston Bachelard, Mary
Douglas, Le Corbusier, Homi Bhabha, Henri Lefebvre, Mrs. Beeton, Ma
Thanegi, Diana Fuss, Beatriz Colomina, and Edith Wharton. Among the
many engaging topics explored are: the impact of domestic technologies
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overdue study that examines Jesuit hostility toward Judaism before the
Shoah and the development of a new understanding of the Catholic
Church’s relation to Judaism that culminated with Vatican II’s landmark
decree Nostra aetate. James Bernauer undertakes a self-examination as a
member of the Jesuit order and writes this story in the hopes that it will
contribute to interreligious reconciliation. Jesuit Kaddish demonstrates
the way Jesuit hostility operated, examining Jesuit moral theology’s
dualistic approach to sexuality and, in the case of Nazi Germany, the
articulation of an unholy alliance between a sexualizing and a Judaizing
of German culture. Bernauer then identifies an influential group of
Jesuits whose thought and action contributed to the developments in
Catholic teaching about Judaism that eventually led to the watershed
moment of Nostra aetate. This book concludes with a proposed
statement of repentance from the Jesuits and an appendix presenting the
fifteen Jesuits who have been honored as “Righteous Among the Nations”
by Israel’s Yad Vashem Holocaust Center. Jesuit Kaddish offers a crucial
contribution to the fields of Catholicism and Nazism, Catholic-Jewish
relations, Jesuit history, and the history of anti-Semitism in Europe.
Dante and the Early Astronomers - Mary Acworth Orr 1807

l’esser vero come autentico essere. Heidegger interprete di Aristotele,
Metafisica Θ 10
Catalogo dei libri in commercio - 2003
Writing and Performing Female Identity in Italian Culture Virginia Picchietti 2017-01-28
This volume investigates the ways in which Italian women writers,
filmmakers, and performers have represented female identity across
genres from the immediate post-World War II period to the turn of the
twenty-first century. Considering genres such as prose, poetry, drama,
and film, these essays examine the vision of female agency and selfactualization arising from women artists’ critique of female identity. This
dual approach reveals unique interpretations of womanhood in Italy
spanning more than fifty years, while also providing a deep investigation
of the manipulation of canvases historically centered on the male subject.
With its unique coupling of generic and thematic concerns, the volume
contributes to the ever expanding female artistic legacy, and to our
understanding of postwar Italian women’s evolving relationship to the
narration of history, gender roles, and these artists’ use and revision of
generic convention to communicate their vision.
Italian Science Fiction - Simone Brioni 2019-07-18
This book explores Italian science fiction from 1861, the year of Italy’s
unification, to the present day, focusing on how this genre helped shape
notions of Otherness and Normalness. In particular, Italian Science
Fiction draws upon critical race studies, postcolonial theory, and feminist
studies to explore how migration, colonialism, multiculturalism, and
racism have been represented in genre film and literature. Topics
include the role of science fiction in constructing a national identity; the
representation and self-representation of “alien” immigrants in Italy; the
creation of internal “Others,” such as southerners and Roma; the
intersections of gender and race discrimination; and Italian science
fiction’s transnational dialogue with foreign science fiction. This book
reveals that though it is arguably a minor genre in Italy, science fiction
offers an innovative interpretive angle for rethinking Italian history and

Discipline Filosofiche (2018-1) - Riccardo Chiaradonna 2018
Riccardo Chiaradonna, Filippo Forcignanò e Franco Trabattoni,
Presentazione • Francesco Fronterotta, “Do the Gods Play Dice?”.
Sensible Sequentialism and Fuzzy Logic in Plato’s Timaeus • Riccardo
Chiaradonna, Massimo Marraffa, Ontology and the Self: Ancient and
Contemporary Perspectives • Gabriele Galluzzo, Are Matter and Form
Parts? Aristotle’s and Neo-Aristotelian Hylomorphism • Riin Sirkel,
Essence and Cause: Making Something Be What It Is • Marilù
Papandreou, Aristotle’s Hylomorphism and The Contemporary
Metaphysics of Artefacts • Gabriele De Anna, Substance, Form, and
Modality • Maddalena Bonelli, Dipendenza e indipendenza ontologica: la
modernità della posizione peripatetica • Enrico Postiglione, Aristotle on
the Distribution of Consciousness • Diego Zucca, Neo-Aristotelian
Biofunctionalism • Matteo Pietropaoli, L’οὐσία come presenza costante e
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imagining future change in Italian society.
Opera in Seventeenth-Century Venice - Ellen Rosand 2007-10-09
"In this elegantly constructed study of the early decades of public opera,
the conflicts and cooperation of poets, composers, managers, designers,
and singers—producing the art form that was soon to sweep the world
and that has been dominant ever since—are revealed in their first
freshness."—Andrew Porter "This will be a standard work on the subject
of the rise of Venetian opera for decades. Rosand has provided a decisive
contribution to the reshaping of the entire subject. . . . She offers a
profoundly new view of baroque opera based on a solid documentary and
historical-critical foundation. The treatment of the artistic selfconsciousness and professional activities of the librettists, impresarios,
singers, and composers is exemplary, as is the examination of their
reciprocal relations. This work will have a positive effect not only on
studies of 17th-century, but on the history of opera in general."—Lorenzo
Bianconi
Dante and the Grammar of the Nursing Body - Gary P. Cestaro 2003
This text takes a serious look at Dante's relation to Latin grammar and
the new mother tongue - Italian vernacular - by exploring the cultural
significance of the nursing mother in medieval discussions of language
and selfhood.
David Bowie's Tintoretto - Christina Currie 2020-02-12
An in-depth survey of this influential and iconic Italian altarpiece, one of
the highlights of David Bowie's art collection Includes scholarship by
international specialists, including new information about a dramatic
drawing underneath the painting discovered using radiography and
infrared reflectography On display in Venice for the first time in 200
years as part of the exhibition From Titian to Rubens. Masterpieces from
Antwerp and other Flemish Collections from September 5, 2019 to
March 1, 2020 This beautifully illustrated book, with numerous essays by
an international roster of leading art historians, examines Jacopo
Tintoretto's masterpiece Angel Foretelling the Martyrdom of Saint
Catherine of Alexandria, painted between 1560 and 1570 for the Church
of San Geminiano in Venice. It was displayed in this location for some
diversamente-angeli-strangely-angels

250 years until the church was demolished in 1807, and in 1818 the
painting was sold into private hands. It was, famously, the centerpiece of
the late rock star David Bowie's collection, being one of the first
artworks he acquired. He had it for nearly 30 years, and named his
record label after the artist (the Jones/Tintoretto Entertainment Company
LLC). In 2016 it was purchased at auction by a private collector and
donated to the Rubens House in Antwerp, where it is on long-term loan.
This book accompanies the display of the painting, back in Venice for the
first time in 200 years as part of an exhibition at Palazzo Ducale.
Body and Spirit in the Middle Ages - Gaia Gubbini 2020-08-10
A crucial question throughout the Middle Ages, the relationship between
body and spirit cannot be understood without an interdisciplinary
approach – combining literature, philosophy and medicine. Gathering
contributions by leading international scholars from these disciplines,
the collected volume explores themes such as lovesickness, the five
senses, the role of memory and passions, in order to shed new light on
the complex nature of the medieval Self.
Readings on the Paradiso of Dante - William Warren Vernon 1909
Memory, Metaphor, and Aby Warburg's Atlas of Images - Christopher D.
Johnson 2012-09-15
The work of German cultural theorist and art historian Aby Warburg
(1866–1929) has had a lasting effect on how we think about images. This
book is the first in English to focus on his last project, the encyclopedic
Atlas of Images: Mnemosyne. Begun in earnest in 1927, and left
unfinished at the time of Warburg’s death in 1929, the Atlas consisted of
sixty-three large wooden panels covered with black cloth. On these
panels Warburg carefully, intuitively arranged some thousand black-andwhite photographs of classical and Renaissance art objects, as well as of
astrological and astronomical images ranging from ancient Babylon to
Weimar Germany. Here and there, he also included maps, manuscript
pages, and contemporary images taken from newspapers. Trying through
these constellations of images to make visible the many polarities that
fueled antiquity’s afterlife, Warburg envisioned the Atlas as a vital form
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of metaphoric thought. While the nondiscursive, frequently digressive
character of the Atlas complicates any linear narrative of its themes and
contents, Christopher D. Johnson traces several thematic sequences in
the panels. By drawing on Warburg’s published and unpublished writings
and by attending to Warburg’s cardinal idea that "pathos formulas"
structure the West’s cultural memory, Johnson maps numerous tensions
between word and image in the Atlas. In addition to examining the work
itself, he considers the literary, philosophical, and intellectual-historical
implications of the Atlas. As Johnson demonstrates, the Atlas is not
simply the culmination of Warburg’s lifelong study of Renaissance
culture but the ultimate expression of his now literal, now metaphoric
search for syncretic solutions to the urgent problems posed by the
history of art and culture.
Architectural Conservation Studio - Calogero Bellanca 2020-01-01
The book provides a series of reflections on the study of architectural
preexistences that have matured during the almost thirty-five years of
study and research in Italy and Europe. Furthermore, it shows how the
discipline of restoration of monuments is all based in architecture,
intended in its many-faceted meanings. The methodical approach to the
restoration of historic architecture consists in the historical-critical
analysis, central nucleus of the study of architecture and is composed by
specific in-depth thematic sessions (the historical iconography; the
analysis of the constructive features; the constructive model; the
volumetric layout; metrological and proportional analysis; the theme of
the figurative model; the analysis of masonry; the theme of decorations;
spolia and reemployed; comparisons, analogies and differences; the
reading of the architectural organism through the synthesis of the
monument in time). The author and his team have collected thematic
essays on key issues that have great interest not only in Italy but also
abroad. From the general concepts to examples of the application of
Italian consolidated restoration methodology to the analysis and
conservation of historic architecture.
An Italian Dictionary - Alfred Hoare 1915
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Shadowy Prefaces - James Thomas Chiampi 1981
The Metaphysics of Dante's Comedy - Christian Moevs 2008-10-13
Moevs offers a treatment of the metaphysical picture that grounds and
motivates 'The Divine Comedy', and the relation between those
metaphysics and Dante's poetics. He arrives at the conclusion that Dante
believed that all of what we perceive as reality is in fact a creation or
projection of conscious being.
Internal Exile in Fascist Italy - Piero Garofalo 2019-05
This book is an accessible history of internal exile's origins and practices
under Fascism and of its representation in film, literature and memoir.
Linguae Vasconum Primitiae - Bernat Dechepare 2012
"Modern translation and original Basque version of the first book printed
in the Basque language in Baiona in 1545"--Provided by publisher.
The Divine Comedy. Vol. 3: Paradise - Dante Alighieri 2018-10-09
Paradiso The Divine Comedy (Italian: La Commedia, later La Divina
Commedia) is a poem by Dante Alighieri, begun c. 1308 and completed in
1320, that gives the widest synthesis of medieval culture and world
ontology. It is a real medieval encyclopedia of scientific, political,
philosophical, moral and religious knowledges. It is considered to be the
preeminent work in Italian and world literature. In the earthy heaven
Dante meets Beatrice, sitting in a chariot pulled by a vulture (allegory of
the triumphed church); she persuades Dante to repent and praises him,
already enlightened, to the skies. In the third part of the poem, Dante
travels among seven spheres of Heaven that encircle the Earth and are
relevant to the seven planets. Here Dante is introduced to paradise and
even meets the Creator.
Religious Changes and Cultural Transformations in the Early
Modern Western Sephardic Communities - Yosef Kaplan 2019
The Western Sephardic communities came into being as a result of
confessional migration. However, in contrast to the other European
confessional communities, the Sephardic Jews in Western Europe came
to Judaism after a separation of generations from the religion of their
ancestors. The contributions in this volume detail those transformations
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in the Early Modern Western Sephardic communities.
The Poetry of Dante's Paradiso - Jeremy Tambling 2021-03-08
This book argues that Paradiso – Dante’s vision of Heaven – is not simply
affirmative. It posits that Paradiso compensates for disappointment
rather than fulfils hopes, and where it moves into joy and vision, this also
rationalises the experience of exile and the failure of all Dante’s political
hopes. The book highlights and addresses a fundamental problem in
reading Dante: the assumption that he writes as a Catholic Christian,
which can be off-putting and induces an overly theological and partisan
reading in some commentary. Accordingly, the study argues that Dante
must be read now in a post-Christian modernity. It discusses Dante's
Christianity fully, and takes its details as a source of wonder and beauty
which need communicating to a modern reader. Yet, the study also
argues that we must read for the alterity of Dante’s world from ours.
Dante Philomythes and Philosopher - Patrick Boyde 1983-03-03
This book is devoted to a full and lucid exposition of Boyde's ideas. In the
first two parts, the author presents a systematic account of the universe
as Dante accepted it, and explains the processes of 'creation' and
'generation' as they operate in the non-human parts of the cosmos. Dr
Boyde then shows how the two processes combine in Dante's theory of
human embryology, and how this combination affects the issues of love,
choice and freedom. The third and last part of the book consolidates
these expository sections with a generous selection of quotations from
Dante's authorities and from his own works in prose. At the same time,
the book offers far more than a clear account of Dante's cosmology and
anthropology. Dr Boyde is interested in Dante's ideas in so far as they
inspired and gave shape to the Divine Comedy. Furthermore, in every
chapter he demonstrates how the relevant concepts and habits of
thought were transmuted into imagery, symbolism, and dramatic scenes,
or simply transformed by the energy and concision of Dante's poetic
style.
Hermit in Paris - Italo Calvino 2014
"The posthumously published collection Hermit in Paris draws together
an array of Italo Calvino's autobiographical writings that provide an
diversamente-angeli-strangely-angels

illuminating and unexpectedly intimate portrait of one of the postwar
era's most inventive and fascinating writers. In these pages, Calvino
recounts his experiences in Italy's antifascist resistance, pays homage to
his influences, traces the evolution of his literary style, and, in one of the
book's most humorous and entertaining sections, provides a wry
commentary on his travels in the United States in 1959 and 1960"-The Iguana - Anna Maria Ortese 1987
In this magical novel a count from Milan stumbles upon a desolate
community of lost noblemen on an uncharted island off the coast of
Portugal. When he discovers, to his astonishment, that their ill-treated
servant is in fact a maiden iguana, and then proceeds to fall in love with
her, the reader is given a fantastic tale of tragic love and delusion that
ranks among the most affecting in contemporary literature. "The
reptilian servant is only the first in a series of fantastic touches that
tansform the narrative into a satiric fable dense with the echoes of
Shakespeare's 'Tempest' and Kafka's 'Metamorphosis.' . . . The Iguana is
a superb performance.""€"New York Times Book Review
Yearbook of the Maimonides Centre for Advanced Studies. 2019 - Yoav
Meyrav 2020-05-05
The Yearbook of the Maimonides Centre for Advanced Studies mirrors
the annual activities of staff and visiting fellows of the Centre as well as
scholars of the Institute for Jewish Philosophy and Religion at the
University of Hamburg and reports on symposia, workshops, and
lectures. Although aimed at a wider audience, the yearbook also contains
academic articles and book reviews on scepticism in Judaism and
scepticism in general. The Yearbook 2016 was published as volume 1 in
the series Jewish Thought, Philosophy, and Religion. From 2017
onwards, the Yearbook is published as a separate series. Further book
series of the Maimonides Centre for Advanced Studies are Studies and
Texts in Scepticism and Jewish Thought, Philosophy, and Religion.
Caravaggio and Pictorial Narrative - Lorenzo Pericolo 2011
This publication on the short-lived, irascible artist Caravaggio
(1573-1610) re-establishes his significant and innovative role in the
history of artistic creation, and in particular as a master of dramatic and
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realistic story-telling.
Rule of Law, Common Values, and Illiberal Constitutionalism - Tímea
Drinóczi 2020-09-09
This book challenges the idea that the Rule of Law is still a universal
European value given its relatively rapid deterioration in Hungary and
Poland, and the apparent inability of the European institutions to
adequately address the illiberalization of these Member States. The book
begins from the general presumption that the Rule of Law, since its
emergence, has been a universal European value, a political ideal and
legal conception. It also acknowledges that the EU has been struggling in
the area of value enforcement, even if the necessary mechanisms are
available and, given an innovative outlook and more political
commitment, could be successfully used. The authors appreciate the
different approaches toward the Rule of Law, both as a concept and as a
measurable indicator, and while addressing the core question of the
volume, widely rely on them. Ultimately, the book provides a snapshot of
how the Rule of Law ideal has been dismantled and offers a theory of the
Rule of Law in illiberal constitutionalism. It discusses why voters keep
illiberal populist leaders in power when they are undeniably acting
contrary to the Rule of Law ideal. The book will be of interest to
academics and researchers engaged with the foundational questions of
constitutionalism. The structure and nature of the subject matter covered
ensure that the book will be a useful addition for comparative and
national constitutional law classes. It will also appeal to legal
practitioners wondering about the boundaries of the Rule of Law.
Loss and the Other in the Visionary Work of Anna Maria Ortese - Vilma
De Gasperin 2014-03
Combines theme and genre analysis in a study of the Italian author, from
her first literary writings in the 1930s to her novels in the 1990s.
Melchiorre Cafà - Alessandra Anselmi 2006
This publication is the first truly collective attempt to study the work of
Melchiorre Cafa'. In a variety of studies, it discusses specific and
synoptic issues related to his oeuvre. The book also presents a check-list
of works by (or attributed to) the artist; this check-list aims at
diversamente-angeli-strangely-angels

establishing a critical repertory of his oeuvre.
The Undivine Comedy - Teodolinda Barolini 1992-10-30
Accepting Dante's prophetic truth claims on their own terms, Teodolinda
Barolini proposes a "detheologized" reading as a global new approach to
the Divine Comedy. Not aimed at excising theological concerns from
Dante, this approach instead attempts to break out of the hermeneutic
guidelines that Dante structured into his poem and that have resulted in
theologized readings whose outcomes have been overdetermined by the
poet. By detheologizing, the reader can emerge from this poet's hall of
mirrors and discover the narrative techniques that enabled Dante to
forge a true fiction. Foregrounding the formal exigencies that Dante
masked as ideology, Barolini moves from the problems of beginning to
those of closure, focusing always on the narrative journey. Her
investigation--which treats such topics as the visionary and the poet, the
One and the many, narrative and time--reveals some of the transgressive
paths trodden by a master of mimesis, some of the ways in which Dante's
poetic adventuring is indeed, according to his own lights, Ulyssean.
Reading Dante's Stars - Alison Cornish 2000-01-01
Astronomy is one of the most prominent and perplexing features of
Dante's Divine Comedy. In the final rhyme of the poem's three parts, and
in scores of descriptions and analogies, the stars are an intermediate
goal and a constant point of reference for the spiritual journey the poem
narrates. This book makes a sustained analysis of Dante's use of
astronomy, not only in terms of the precepts of medieval science but also
in relation to specific moral, philosophical, and poetic problems laid out
in each chapter.For Dante, Alison Cornish says, the stars offer optical
representations of invisible realities, from divine providence to the
workings of the human soul. Dante's often puzzling celestial figures call
attention to the physical world as a scene of reading in which visible
phenomena are subject to more than one explanation, Cornish contends.
The poetry of Dante's astronomy, as well as its difficulty, rests on this
imperative of interpretation. Reading the stars, like reading literature, is
an ethical undertaking fraught with risk, not just an exercise in technical
understanding. Cornish's book is the first guide to the astronomy of
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Dante's masterpiece to encompass both ways of reading his work.
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